
The perfect balance between comfort 
and protection
AssureMask Balance earloop face masks provide healthcare professionals 
and other frontline workers with the ideal balance between the protection 
they need and the breathability and comfort they want. Made from high-
quality materials, they protect without the gaping, discomfort or irritation 
often caused by masks made from lower-quality materials.

AssureMask®
Balance™

Procedure Earloop Face Masks

Available colours: 
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Pride in Protection.

Like you, we never compromise. We use carefully selected materials and engineer our 
products to offer protection you can count on. We have been providing peace of mind to 
healthcare professionals for over 30 years. We take pride in the protection we offer, so you 
can take pride in yours.

For more information, please visit medicom.com or contact us at:
cservice@medicom.ca / 1-800-361-2862
AMD Medicom Inc. 2555 Chemin de l’Aviation, Pointe-Claire, Montreal, 
Quebec H9P 2Z2 Canada R
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Pride in Protection

Like you, we never compromise. We use carefully selected materials and 
engineer our products to offer protection you can count on. As the maker of Safe 
brands, we take pride in the protection we offer, so you can take pride in yours. 

For more information, please visit medicom.com or contact us at:
sales@medicom.ca / 1-800-361-2862

AMD Medicom Inc. 2555 Chemin de l’Aviation, Pointe-Claire, Montréal, Québec 
H9P 2Z2, Canada

PROTECTION. COMFORT.
BREATHABILITY.

Available in 
ASTM levels 1, 2 and 3

Made from high-quality 
materials that provide 

reliable protection without 
compromising breathability

Ultrasonically sealed, 
soft, stretchy, earloops 
free of natural rubber 

latex prevent pulling and 
irritation

Adjustable nosepiece
ensures a comfortable, 

customized fit

Shingle pleat design 
prevents fluid pooling and 

cross-contamination

205414 White 205514 White 205614 White

205415 Blue 205515 Blue 205615 Blue

205416 Pink 205516 Pink 205616 Pink

205417 Yellow 205517 Yellow 205617 Yellow
50 masks/box
10 boxes/case

50 masks/box
10 boxes/case

50 masks/box
10 boxes/case


